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Introduction. Let 21 be a finite dimensional linear associative alge-

bra with identity over the real or complex field $ with basis e\, ■ ■ ■ ,eT.

A function F(x) with domain and range in 31 may be written as

F(x) = Xi-i Vißi, where x= 52«-i £»eiand »Î. = î?<(Si, ■ • • , £0, it, Hi&f.
F(x) is called Hausdorff-differentiable (HD) at an element o= 52a«e«

€E2l if (1) the functions 17,(^1, • • • , £0 have first order partial deriva-

tives with respect to each & at («i, • ■ ■ , aT) and (2) if the differential

of F(x),

dF(x)\       =   ¿2 — e.Wl      ,

is expressible in the form dF(x) = 52*-1 PjdxQj where dx= 52^£»e»

and the P,, Qy£2I and are independent of dx [2; 3; 8].

The Hausdorff derivative of an HD function [3] is defined to be the

"differential coefficient"  52*-i-Pi(3i-
It is well known [8; 9] that condition (2) is automatically fulfilled

if 21 is normal simple, in particular if 21 is the algebra äft" of «X«

matrices over the complex field C.

A function F with domain and range in 21 is called intrinsic [ó] if

for every automorphism or antiautomorphism íl oí A which leaves

5 elementwise invariant, F(üa) =ílF(a). In [7] continuous intrinsic-

functions F on 9DÎ" have been essentially characterized as the func-

tions arising from continuous, complex valued, stem functions

/(X, <Ti, ■ • ■ , an-\) of n complex variables, in the following way. Let

f(X, ffi, ■ • ■ , <r„_i) be defined at the eigenpoints of A £ 2ft".

(X¿[^4 ], ffi[A ], • • • , ffn_i[/l ]), i= 1, • • • , n, where Xi[A] is an eigen-

value of A and cry [A ] is the jth elementary symmetric function of the

eigenvalues of A. Let /¿(X) denote the function /(X, <ri[^4], • • • ,

cr„_i[^4 ]) of the single complex variable X, and let pi (X) be analytic in

a X-neighborhood of each repeated eigenvalue of A. Then F(A) is

given by/^(^4), where $a(A) is formed from/^(X) according to any of

the classical equivalent ways of extending a function of a single com-

plex variable to matrices [4]. Functions F obtained from stem func-

tions/(X, ffi, ■ ■ ■ , fTn_i) in this way are called n-ary functions.
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Thus, the most general intrinsic function on Wc defined in a

neighborhood of A and continuous at A (with an additional assump-

tion in case of argument matrices with repeated eigenvalues) is given

by an w-ary function whose scalar stem function is continuous at

each eigenpoint of A.

Primary functions, on Wc, i-e. those arising from the classical ex-

tension to 9Jfc °f functions of a single complex variable, are the special

cases of w-ary functions wherein the stem function is independent of

the parameters <ri, • ■ ■ , <r„_i.

The purpose of the present paper is to establish a relationship be-

tween the property of Hausdorff differentiability of intrinsic func-

tions on Wc and differentiability properties of the stem function

fi\, <T\, ■ ■ ■ , a„-i), and to obtain an explicit formula for the Hausdorff

derivative of an intrinsic function on Wc in terms of derivatives of

the stem function.

2. Intrinsic HD functions at matrices with distinct eigenvalues.

9Jiç is a normed ring, (e.g. norm A =maxr,s \ars\) thus a metric topo-

logical space in the metric induced by the norm. The concepts of

limit and neighborhood are therefore well defined and the usual asso-

ciated processes of elementary analysis are valid. The principal re-

sult of this section may be stated as:

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a matrix of 3D?c with distinct eigenvalues and

let F be an intrinsic function defined and HD in a neighborhood 9Í of A.

Then there exists a neighborhood of A, W C9Î> such that F is an n-ary

function in ffl, and the associated stem function /(X, <T\, ■ ■ • , crn_i)

possesses first order partial derivatives with respect to each argument at

each eigenpoint (X [X], <ri[X], ■ ■ ■ , <r„_i[X]), for XEW.

Proof. As already noted, the assumption that F is HD in 5Î is

merely the assumption that the elements of FiX), X =(£rs), possess

first partial derivatives with respect to the £r3 at (£rs)o = XoE'Hl, since

Wc is normal simple.

Let $ denote the multiple mapping of <Wq onto the complex

Euclidean space 8$ wherein XE'Wh is mapped into the eigenpoints

(Xj[X], d[X], ■ • • , <rn_i[X]), i=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Since A has distinct

eigenvalues, and since $ is a continuous and open mapping [7],

3 a neighborhood of A, ^'CSt such that (1) XEVl'=>X has distinct

eigenvalues, (2) the eigenpoints (X,[X], ci[Ar], • • • , crn_i[X]) lie in

n disjoint neighborhoods T£ of 8$, each containing just one eigenpoint

of X for XEffl, and (3) the eigenvalues X¿[X] lie in n disjoint neigh-

borhoods o¿ of the complex plane, each containing just one eigenvalue

of X for XEW. Since F is defined and HD in 9Î' it is continuous in
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9c'. Since F is intrinsic, F is an w-ary function in 9c', and the associated

stem function /(X, ffi, • • • , o-n-\) is defined and continuous in the

corresponding open set Ur, of Sp, containing the eigenpoints

(\i[A], ai[A], ■ ■ ■ ,an-i[A]),i=\, ■ ■ ■ , n, [7].

Let P be a matrix of 5ftc such that P-1AP = D = diag[an, • • •,<*»»]

is diagonal. The similarity transformation by P on 9ftc is a biunique,

continuous open mapping of Wc onto itself, and the neighborhood 9c'

is transformed into P-19c'P = 5ft, a neighborhood of P. By the intrin-

sic condition, F is defined in 9c, and by the invariance of the property

of Hausdorff differentiability under change of basis [8], the function

F is HD in 5ft. The open sets I\ of S£ associated with 9c' remain invari-

ant under the similarity transformation by virtue of the invariance

of the characteristic equations of the matrices of Wc under similarity

transformation.

Let 3) be the set of diagonal matrices of 5ft. 3) is an open set in the

set of all diagonal matrices and 35 contains D. Since F is an w-ary

function in 9c it maps diagonal matrices into diagonal matrices [7].

Hence the restriction of F to 35 is of the form

F(diag[£n, £22, ■ • • , £„«])

= diag[i7n(£ii, • • • , £„„), • • • , Vnn(£n, • ■ • , &.„)]

= diag[/(£n, o-i, ■ • • , tr„_i), • • • ,/(&.„, <ri, • • • , o-„_i)],

where/(X, ffi, • • • , <r„_i) is the stem function of the w-ary function F,

and the parameters <r¿ are the elementary symmetric functions of the

£,-,-. The rja are the diagonal component functions of F(X) evaluated

at £rs = 0, r^s, and hence are differentiable functions of the £,< on

the open set 5iX52X • • • Xô„ = (9, the cartesian product of the ô,-, for

diag [£n, • • • , £»n]£35. The r\u are therefore analytic functions of

the n complex variables £,-,- in 8 [l]. To show that/(X, ffi, • • • , <r„_i)

possesses first partial derivatives with respect to its arguments in

Ur¿ it is sufficient [l] to show that the Jacobians

Jj — P(X, <Ti, • • • , <rre_i; fn, • • ■ , £ren)

of the transformations t¡:

X    = %ff

n

0-1 = 52 5«
<_i j = 1, 2, • • • , n,

^-y   f 11^22   -   '   -   inn

O-n-1   =   ¿-i   -"-
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are each different from zero for (X, <ri, • • • , o~n-i)ETj. Each of the

X, <Ti, • • • , <r„_i is obviously an analytic function of the £¿,- in 6, and

the partial derivatives occurring in J,- are easily computed to be:

ax

5(71

día

da2

ai

- s¡

= i

- = <ri — £¿¿

O0~m m—2  m—2 m—1   m—1

-= ow-1 — £il<rm_2 +••• + (— 1)    £¿.   o-i + (—1)     £>>,»*< n,

whence,

// = ci — £11 ai — £22 • • • ci ~ £yy • • ■ ai — £n

da„-

ô£i,

ÓV„_1

Ô£22

ÓV„-

ôfy.

óV„_i

dÇnn

Multiplying row 2 by —<r¿ and adding to row t + 2, *=1, •••,»— 2,

then multiplying row 3 by —cr, and adding to row i-\-Z, i=\, • • • ,

K —3, then multiplying row 4 by — er¿ and adding to row ¿+4, ¿=1,

• • ■ , n — 4, etc., yields
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which is a Vandermonde determinant of order w—1 and therefore

different   from   zero  for   all j  since   the  £«  are   distinct   for  all
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(£11, • ■ • , £«») Ed- This proves the theorem.

Remark. Since mere continuity of F nearly insures the existence

of the partial derivative of /(X, <j\, ■ ■ ■ , o~n-i) with respect to X at

repeated eigenpoints [7], there is some reason to feel that the con-

clusion of Theorem 2.1 might be valid without the assumption of

distinct eigenvalues essential to this proof. A settling of this question

would be of interest.

3. M-ary functions with differentiable stem functions. The problem

converse to that of Theorem 2.1, will now be investigated. Here the

restriction of distinct eigenvalues will not be necessary.

Theorem 3.1. Let /(X, o\, ■ ■ ■ , a„-\) be a function of n complex

variables defined on an open set T of &c and possessing first partial

derivatives with respect to each argument at each point of Y. Then the

n-ary function FiX)=fiX, a\[X], ■ ■ ■ , <rn_i[X]) is defined on a cor-

responding open set ® of 9DÍ" consisting of all matrices of 9Jcc whose

eigenpoints lie in T, and FiX) is intrinsic and HD in S.

Theorem 3.1 is a generalization of a theorem of Portmann [3] on

primary functions, and the present proof will follow Portmann's

approach with appropriate modifications.

Since at every point of T/(X, ffi, • • • , cr„_i) has a partial derivative

with respect to X, FiX) is defined at every matrix X of $ whether X

has distinct eigenvalues or not [7]. That Ë is open and

fiX, <ri[X], ■ ■ ■ , o-n-i[X])

is intrinsic on ,ÎÎ is proved in [7].

To show that FiX) is HD at A E® it is sufficient to show that the

elements of FiX) possess first partial derivatives with respect to the

elements £¿y of X in a neighborhood of A. To this end we shall em-

ploy the Cauchy integral representation of FiX).

By the continuity of the eigenvalues of a matrix as functions of the

elements of a matrix and the continuity of the mapping 4> of §2, a

neighborhood 9c = \X: norm(Z — A) <€, e>0, real} of A in Wc can

be so chosen that 9?C$ and the eigenvalues of matrices of 9Î lie in k

disjoint complex plane neighborhoods 5¿ of the k distinct eigenvalues

of A, 0<k^n. The eigenpoints of matrices of 9Î constitute an open

subset of T. Let A, be a set of simple closed curves in the complex

plane which enclose the distinct eigenvalues of A and each of which

together with its interior is contained in the corresponding 5¿. Let

9Î' be a subneighborhood of A, 9î'C9t, such that the eigenvalues of

matrices of 9Ï' are inside the A,. Then from [7], for any XEW,
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F(X) =f(X,a1[X],- ■ ■ ,*n-i[X})

(3-1) i r
= — f(\, ^[X], • • • , <rn_1[X])(X/ - X)-U\.

2iriJ Ua,-

The element Frs of F(X) is given by

(3.2)      F» = —: f    f(K<n[X], ■ ■ ■ , cr„_1[Z])Pr8(X, &)<&,
2« J UAj

where Prs(X, £,-,■) is the quotient of two polynomials in X and the £¿y,

i, j=l, ■ ■ ■ , n. Since for all X in 91', \I — X is nonsingular for any

X on any A,-, Rrs is an analytic function of the n2 complex variables

£,-,•, for (£„) (E9c' and for every X on U A», and is continuous in all vari-

ables for X(E9c' and X on UA;. Further since /(X, <r\, • • • , an-\) is

an analytic function of X, ffi, • • • , an-\ in V [l], and since o"i[X],

• • • , cr„_i[Ar] are each polynomials in, hence analytic functions of,

the £;y, then/(X, <ri[X], • • • , un_i[X]) is an analytic function of the

¡in for Ar£9c'. Therefore the integrand of (3.2) is analytic in the (•#,

and continuous in the £,y and X, for X£9c', X on UA<.

Hence by a well-known theorem for functions of two complex

variables, equally valid for any number of complex variables [lO], it

follows that the Frs are analytic functions of the £tJ for A"(E9c'. There-

fore/(X, o-i[X], • • • , o-„_i[Z]) is HD in 90/1, and therefore HD

in Í?, since A was arbitrary in $.

4. The Hausdorff derivative of an w-ary function. Portmann [3]

has shown that the Hausdorff derivative of an HD function F(X)

on 2ft", X— (¿r™) is given by the sum of the partial derivatives of F(X)

with respect to the diagonal variables of X, i.e.

»   dF(X)
f'(x) = £ —^ •

,'_!        OÇii

This result enables an explicit formulation of the Hausdorff derivative

of an HD w-ary function in terms of partial derivatives of its stem

function.

Theorem 4.1. Letf(\, ai, • ■ • , <r„_i) be defined, and possess a first

partial derivative with respect to each argument, in an open set T of £j.

Let S be the set of matrices of Wc whose eigenpoints lie in T. Then the

Hausdorff derivative of the n-ary function

F(X) = f(X, ffl[X], ■ ■■ , an-i[X])

exists everywhere in $ and is again an intrinsic function in $ whose stem

function is
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f'i\, ffi, • • • , a„_i)

n-l

= /x(X, ai, • • • , an_i) + ^2 in — j + l)ay_i/„y(X, ai, • • • , a„_i),
3=1

the subscripts denoting partial derivatives, and a0 being defined to be 1.

Proof. Let A be any matrix in $ and let 9c' C$ and Af be chosen

as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Then FiX) for XEW is given by the

Cauchy integral formula (3.1), and conditions permitting differentia-

tion under the integral sign with respect to the parameters £,y are

met [lO]. Hence, employing well-known principles for differentiation

of matric functions of scalar variables, and utilizing the differentiabil-

ity of the stem function and of the <x,[X], Portmann's result yields,

for all X in 9Î',

»    dFiX)
F'(X) = £

3=1 Ö£yy

(4.1)

—  f      fi\, ai[X],  •  •  ■ , a„_i[X])(X/ - X)~2dX
2m J ua¿

+ Ë   —   f      /.,(A,«TlW,   •   ■   *  ,  Tn-l[X])i\I  -   X)-ldk
y_l    2-KlJ\J\i

£

d*Ax]

k=i     di-ick

Since/(X, <7i[X], • • ■ , o-„_i[X]) is analytic in X for X£9c', X = X¿[X],

i=\, ■ ■ ■ , n, the first term of the right member of 4.1 is simply the

w-ary function of X whose stem function is/x(X, ffi, • • • , cr„_i). Sim-

plification of the remaining n — 1 integrals rests upon

Lemma 4.1.

A do-j[X] .   ,
E ~~ =(n-j+ l)ay_,[X],       j = 1, - • • ,«, io-oiX) = 1).
k=l     o£m

For j = 1, the formula is obvious. For j>\, since <ry[X] is the sum

of all j-rowed principal minor determinants of X, by the rule for

differentiation of determinants £*_i d<ry [X ]/3£M will be the sum of

a number of (J— l)-rowed principal minors of X, in which sum the

minor with rows n, • • • , ry_i of X will occur once for each selection

of £** with k^ri, r2, • ■ ■ , r¡-\, i.e. n—j + i times. This establishes the

lemma.

Thus, the last w —1 integrals of (4.1) become
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— (» - j + lVy-Tjr] f    /„.(X, <n[X], ■ • ■ , an-x[x])(\I - X)->d\,

j = 1, • • •, w - 1.

Each of these integrals is an w-ary function of A" with stem function

(n— j+l)ory_i/l3.(X, <7i, • • • , <r„_i), j=i, • • • , w —1, proving Theorem

4.1.

Theorem 4.1 when specialized to primary functions, i.e. w-ary func-

tions whose stem functions are independent of 0\, ■ ■ ■ , an-\, yields

the known result [3; 5].

Corollary 4.1.1. If f(\) is an analytic function in an open set of

the complex plane, then the primary function f(X) is HD in the cor-

responding open set $ of 9ftc and the Hausdorff derivative of f(X) is the

primary function with stem function f (\).

The analyticity of/(X, ffi, • • • , <r„_i), the analyticity of the (r*[X]

in the £¿y, i, j= 1, • • • , n, and the w-ary character of the Hausdorff

derivative of an HD w-ary function, yield

Corollary 4.1.2. An n-ary function defined in a neighborhood 9c of

AÇz/Wc whose stem function is analytic in the corresponding 8" neigh-

borhood of the eigenpoints of A, has successive Hausdorff derivatives of

all orders in 9Î. Each derivative is again an n-ary function on 9Î.

Hausdorff differentiability implies [3] differentiability in the gen-

eralized difference quotient sense of [5], and the Hausdorff derivative

is equal to the limit of that generalized difference quotient. Similar

conclusions can consequently be drawn concerning these differential

quotients.
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A GENERALIZATION OF HIRZEBRUCH POLYNOMIAL
AND COBORDISM DECOMPOSITION

YASURÔ TOMONAGA

Introduction. In this paper we shall generalize the Hirzebruch poly-

nomial and utilize it for the determination of cobordism components

of a compact orientable and differentiable 4^-manifold.

1. Let Xik be a compact orientable and differentiable 4&-manifold.

According to Thorn's theorem [l] such a manifold is "cobordant"

with a polynomial of the complex projective spaces except torsion, i.e.

(1.1)     X    «        ¿_,       Ail+...+itP2ilic) ■ ■ ■ P2i,ic) mod torsion

»1+ ■ • •+*!«■*

where P»(c) denotes the complex projective space of the complex

dimension i and A's denotes some rational numbers. The Hirzebruch

polynomial is defined as follows [2 ]

(1-2)     II      y',,2 = ¿ Liipu • • • , fr), Eii=II(l+Yt)
.'     tgh(7¿)1/2        ¿=o ¿-0

where pi denotes the Pontryagin class of dimension 4i. It is well

known that

(1.3) LiiPu

from which we have

(1.4) Lkipu ■ ■ ■ ,pk) [Xik]

• 1-1-• • •■r^l=l

We generalize (1.2) as follows:
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• • • , Pi)[P«ic)] = 1,

= index of X    =       ¿J       Ail...i¡.


